Abstract. Mosel is a new tool-set for the analysis and veri cation in Monadic Second-order Logic. In this paper we concentrate on the system's design: Mosel is a tool-set to include a exible set of decision procedures for several theories of the logic complemented by a v ariety of support components for input format translations, visualization, and interfaces to other logics and tools. The main distinguishing features of Mosel are its layered approach to the logic, based on a formal semantics for a minimal subset, its modular design, and its integration in a heterogeneous analysis and veri cation environment.
Introduction and Background
Already 30 years ago Alonzo Church proposed monadic second-order logic on strings (M2L(Str)) as an appropriate speci cation formalism for reasoning about sequences of bitvectors 9]. This logic is among the most succinct decidable logics known to capture nite state systems. It is decidable, however, only in nonelementary time: the worst-case complexity i s a s t a c k of exponentials of height proportional to the size of the formula, a good reason for it having been considered impractical for a long time. Known almost exclusively to theoreticians for a long time, recently this logic celebrates a certain renaissance: despite the worstcase computational`intractability' of this logic, relevant practical problems are usually far better behaved and can be solved automatically in reasonable time. Fields of application have been the speci cation, veri cation, and synthesis, in a fully automatic manner, of relevant classes of parametric systems. In particular, the logic can be used pro tably as a description language for model-based analysis of software 17] as well as hardware systems 2, 16, 18, 19] and is therefore a good candidate formalism for hardware/software codesign. Some examples of distributed systems have been addressed too 14, 15] . From an application point o f view this logic conveniently combines two important features in a single formalism: It is both an abstract speci cation language and an e ective programming language. Every speci cation can be translated into executable behaviour in the form of an equivalent nite state automaton.
In this paper we present Mosel, a new system for the automatic analysis and veri cation in Monadic Second-order Logic. The accent here is put primarily on the system's design, rather than on individual algorithms: Mosel is a tool-set, which, in its complete realization, will include a exible set of decision procedures for several theories of the logic (e.g., nite and in nite strings, and trees) complemented by a v ariety of support components to provide input format translations, visualization, and interfaces to other logics and other analysis, veri cation, and synthesis tools.
The availability and construction of composite, even heterogeneous tools is supported by the MetaFrame R 1 concept 25, 26] , a system-level programming environment, and it is actively promoted in projects like the MetaFramebased Electronic ToolIntegration platform which w i l l b e a vailable in the coming Springer Journal on Software Tools for Technology Transfer. From these and other project experiences it has clearly emerged that single monolithic systems are becoming less and less adequate for the challenges of modern system-level veri cation, and that tool support must be granted in an increasingly exible, application-speci c, and user-friendly way. The decision of extending the repository of algorithms, tools, and support components already available in MetaFrame to deal also with monadic second-order logic, therefore, was naturally linked with a component-based implementation, which increases software reusability and o ers high exibility for the overall environment.
At the moment we have implemented in Mosel a semantic decision procedure for monadic second-order logic over nite strings and a set of interface modules. Decision procedures for other variants of the logic as well as further support components are planned to follow at need. Although in the rest of the paper we will refer only to the current t o o l s o f Mosel, the design principles and the overall system concept are valid in general.
Related Work. Toolmakers have recently started to show interest in monadic second-order logic. To our knowledge, however, only few implementations are available at the moment. Two groups have been actively working on tools: in Arhus the Mona 14] and Mona++ packages implement i n terpretations over strings and trees respectively, and in Kiel the AMoRE system 20] o ers a decision procedure for the logic over trees. Decision procedures are also soon to be integrated into STeP 3] , and interests in a similar development have been recently shown by the hardware groups at Berkeley and at Indiana University.
The current implementations successfully demonstrated on several interesting case studies, spanning diverse elds of application, that practical examples are often indeed much better behaved than the staggering theoretical worst case complexity w ould suggest. However, they are still closer to research prototypes, basically lacking documentation as well as exible structuring and user interfaces, which s e v erely restricts their value for general users.
We can best compare the current nite string implementation of Mosel with Version 0.2 of the Mona tool 14]. In our experience during the last two y ears, in which i t w as also used actively by students in a graduate course on Formal Methods for System Design, the following weaknesses were observed: 1 { The intuitive de nition of Mona's implemented constructs found in 14] has omissions (e.g., it misses predicate de nitions) and leaves unclear the correspondence between the published and the implemented versions of the logic, for instance concerning empty strings. Distinguishing between primitive a n d derived constructs, with explicitly documented encodings, and a proof of the correctness of the semantics, would have a voided those problems. The Mona system is moving recently to a di erent, weak second-order, semantics which is closer to B uchi's original setup 8], but more di cult to implement. There was no o cial release of this new version at the time of writing.
{ Rigid user interface of the tool, which is in pure textual form. Mona accepts only M2L(Str) formulas and delivers automata and counter examples only as lists of transitions. The need for direct input of an automaton (e.g. to use the tool as a model checker), and for some form of visualization of the generated automata is not attended. Not even the same format for automata descriptions delivered as output can be read and used again by the tool.
{ Shallow integratability of the tool in larger environments. The embedding of Mona into MetaFrame was limited by the rigid interface of the former, which forces a one-directional cooperation: since Mona has to run inside the ML interpreter, it was not possible to launch i t f r o m MetaFrame. T h us we c o u l d not use Mona as planned, i.e., as an external decision procedure callable at need with a simple command, nor could we exploit MetaFrame's powerful graph manipulation and the wealth of available analysis and veri cation tools given the user interface limitations.
{ Very limited reuse of work. The repository of automata created by Mona has the lifespan of a single session. Leaving the tool means losing the library, which is an unexpected waste of computation time for a tool implementing a non-elementary decision procedure. Without access to the source les we had no possibility of eliminating this serious drawback.
The system requirements to Mosel presented in the following section arose exactly from these points, which, to our knowledge, are not addressed by any other related project.
The Mosel Concept: System Requirements
The following four main principles underly our design of Mosel:
De nition of semantic models for a minimal subset of the logic. Having started with a M2L(Str) implementation where the logic is interpreted on strings of nite, but arbitrary length, the semantics is de ned in terms of nite-state automata, as discussed in the following sections.
Layered approach to the logic. We introduce a hierarchy of logic layers, with increasingly powerful constructs, related by either direct embedding or more elaborate encodings as shown in Fig. 1 . This set constitutes the reference language for proofs involving semantics, which i s v ery economic e.g. for structural induction on the constructs of the language. While this is the ideal language for developing the theory, i t i s n o t adequate for practical use.
{ The kernel logic extends the minimal logic by additional (derived) constructs and coincides with the set of constructs actually implemented as primitives in the semantic decision procedure. The design of this extension is guided by considerations of e ciency of the computations required in the decision procedure, as discussed later in Sect. 4. { A set of generic user logics corresponds to an application-independent l a yer.
They extend the kernel logic by higher-level operators which are convenient for generic applications. We will discuss the syntax of Mona Version 0.2 as an extended example. { A n umberofapplication-speci c logics, each c o n taining additional admissible predicates and constructs tailored to speci c application domains. We h a ve direct experience in the domain of veri cation and synthesis of hardware, where we deal with families of parametric sequential circuits (Sect. 6).
Due to the principle of implementing outer layers of the logic through successive encodings and de nitional extensions to the unique minimal logic, and by making these explicit, the semantic coherence of richer logics with the minimal logic is ensured. The coherence of the kernel wrt. the minimal logic has also been proved to some extent automatically in Mosel, as reported in Section 5.
Additional advantages of this principle are that the implemented set of primitives is transparent too, and that it is immediately clear which constructs are expensive, since this is determined by their (easily computable) de nition in terms of kernel logic constructs. output formalisms, as we l l a s t h e i n terchange of some of its internal components (e.g., users may exchange the BDD package used in the decision procedure, or the automata minimization and determinization algorithms). The aim is that the best-tting incarnation of the tool may be put together at need, on an application-driven basis, from the collection of existing components.
Integratability in a heterogeneous analysis and veri cation environment. Since the Mosel tool-set is available within the MetaFrame repository it is not merely a stand-alone tool: its decision procedure as well as each single component (compilers, interfacing and visualization components) are also available for use in complex, even heterogeneous MetaFrame synthesized tools.
The following sections explain in detail the realization of these system requirements, starting with the introduction of the logic layers and their semantics (Sect. 3 to 7), followed by a description of the implementation principles (Sect. 8), and nally by the integration within MetaFrame (Sect. 9).
The Minimal Logic
The minimal logic is a concrete syntactic version of the monadic second-order logic on nite strings, M2L(Str), using a minimal set of primitives. It serves as the reference logic for Mosel, relative t o w h i c h the correctness and completeness of the implementation can be veri ed, and the semantics of the various extensions of the language can be de ned.
The syntax is shown in Fig. 2 . Formulas F are constructed from atomic formulas A by means of the three logical connectives, negation :, conjunction and existential quanti cation 9. There are two t ypes of atomic formulas, the binary inclusion and the successor relation +1. They can be applied to secondorder terms T, w h i c h in the minimal logic can only be variables Id. This simple syntax is su cient to derive other standard constructs of M2L(Str). In particular, these include rst, second-order, and Boolean terms, quanti cation over rstorder and Boolean variables, and derived logical connectives.
The second-order nature of the minimal logic becomes apparent in the denition of its semantics. Formulas F are interpreted as statements over subsets of natural numbers, which are second-order objects. More precisely, i f F is a formula with the free second-order variables X 1 X 2 : : : X k , t h e n F is a statement about k + 1 tuples
where n is a natural number and every M i , for i = 1 : : : k , is a subset of f0 1 2 : : : n ;1g. S u c h a n is called an F-structure. W e s a y that satis es F, or that is a model of F, written j = F, according to the following inductive de nition: j = X i X j i M i is a subset of M j j = X i + 1 = X j i if for all 0 x < n ; 1 x in M i i x + 1 in M j j = :F i not j = F j = F 1^F2 i j = F 1 and j = F 2 j = 9X k+1 : F i there i s M k+1 f 0 1 : : : n ; 1g with M k+1 j = F where M k+1 denotes the extension of by the new set component M k+1 . A formula F is said to be valid if it is satis ed by e v ery F-structure. It is satis able, if it is satis ed by some F-structure, that is, if it has a model. Through the de nition of the satisfaction relation the language is interpreted as an ordinary predicate logic, in which the logical connectives are given their standard meaning in terms of truth values.
We associate with every F-structure (n M 1 : : : M k ) a word a 0 a 1 a n;1 of length n over the alphabet f0 1g k , by putting a i = (a i1 a i2 : : : a ik ) such that a ij = 1 i i 2 M j , for all i 2 f0 1 : : : n ; 1g and j 2 f1 2 : : : k g. Vice versa, every word a 0 a 1 a n;1 over f0 1g k corresponds to the F-structure (n M 1 M 2 : : : M k ) w h e r e M j = fi j a ij = 1 g. This induces a bijection between the words over the alphabet f0 1g k and F-structures. For instance, the word (0 0 0) (0 1 1) (0 0 1) corresponds to the structure (3 fg f1g f1 2g), which satis es the formula X 2 X 3: 9 Z : Z X 1: X 1 Z.
From another point of view, the logic can be seen as a programming language for nite state automata. Is F a formula with free variables X 1 X 2 : : : X k , t h e n we can associate with F a nite automaton F] ] o ver the alphabet A = f0 1g k .
This automaton is constructed so that its language corresponds, via the identication of words with F-structures, to the set of F-structures that validate F. I t was the seminal discovery of B uchi 8] that one can use automata-theoretic methods to decide the validity and satis ability o f f o r m ulas in monadic second-order arithmetic. important, since it means we can use automata-theoretic decision procedures for the minimal logic. All extensions of the logical formalism we can build on and encode within the minimal logic, then, are guaranteed to be decidable too. More details on the semantics of monadic second-order logic and its relation to automata are contained in 27, 28] , which g i v e a comprehensive survey.
The Kernel Logic
The advantage of a minimal logic is evident: the de nition of the semantics is easier, and proofs of correctness and completeness for richer languages with the same expressive p o wer can often be reduced to reasoning about the more manageable minimal language. The gain in conceptual clarity and con dence in The drawback o f a v ery skinny language, like the minimal logic, is the fact that nearly all the constructs of a typical user-level language correspond to complex expressions. Since we cannot a ord to break down frequently used user-level constructs to the few primitives of the minimal logic, every time they are used, we need to support a reasonable set of derived constructs by direct semantic translations. This means that the language actually implemented in the decision procedure will always be an extension of the minimal logic. This extended logic, called kernel logic, is not xed once and for all, but may be enriched at need.
The current kernel syntax of Mosel is given in Fig. 4 . The semantics of formulas F and second-order terms T is implemented in Mosel's decision procedure, and the atomic predicates A are precomputed by primitive automata, without going through an encoding via the minimal logic. The consistency of this \semantic bypassing" of the minimal logic has been veri ed by hand, and, to some extent, using Mosel itself, as explained in the next section. The rest of this section discusses the most important extensions made in the kernel.
In the rst class of syntactic constructs, directly implemented by t h e k ernel for reasons of e ciency, there are a number of frequently used propositional expressions.
Example: Equivalence. The equivalence of formulas and , written , , can be expressed in the minimal logic as: This formulation is computationally expensive. As it involves 3 conjunctions and 5 negations, it requires 3 compositions and 5 complementations of automata.
However, since, by a design decision, the automata in Mosel are deterministic and complete, the automaton F 1 , F 2 ] ] for the equivalence can be generated cheaply from the automata F 1 ] ] a n d F 2 ] ] in only one step. The encoding of user-level features often requires special-purpose predicates to be introduced in some systematic way, w h i c h t h us may appear a great number of times in the translated formula. Given the complexity a n d the frequency of use, the explicit construction should be avoided and these predicates should feature as atoms in the kernel language. In the kernel the automaton sing(X)] ] is precomputed, so that sing(X) can be used as an atom.
A third type of useful atoms concerns implicit arithmetic operations that arise from interpreting second-order objects as binary coded natural numbers. In the case that X and Y denote singletons, X < Y restricts to the standard irre exive ordering relation < on natural numbers. This makes this predicate very useful for rst-order speci cations, too, and thus is pro tably included in the kernel. The built-in automaton X < Y ] ], visualized in daVinci 10] is seen in Fig. 5 . The multi-root reduced ordered BDD of its edge labels is also shown, in a separate window.
Another optimization idea to be mentioned concerns second-order terms. Although it would be possible to restrict the arguments of atomic formulas to second-order variables only, as in the minimal logic, in M2L(Str) usually terms such as union and intersection are allowed too. They need not be eliminated by formulas in the minimal logic, but can be implemented directly, a s l o n g a s t h e y do not involve the successor function. The performance gain achievable by extending the second-order term language to the set shown in Fig. 4 is remarkable: instead of costly (global) operations on automata we need only local operations, on single edge labels. They are much c heaper, because the operators allowed in the complex labels have a n e cient implementation in BDD based representations.
Finally, t o a void recomputations of common subexpressions a let construct is introduced, which binds formulas to names. Through lazy computation, the compiler ensures that the semantics of a formula is computed only when the formula is needed. The application of a predicate de ned by a let construct is de ned through the copy-rule: the predicate's automaton is copied and the second-order argument v ariables substituted, taking care of complex labels. To check the consistency of the additional atomic constructs as primitives in the kernel logic with respect to their de nition in terms of minimal logic expressions, we h a ve proved in Mosel that the de ned and the computed semantics are indeed equal. We h a ve declared one explicit minimal logic predicate for each additional atomic construct, and have automatically proved in Mosel the equivalence between those predicates and the built-in kernel logic primitives. Table 1 summarizes the performance of Mosel on these theorems. For instance, it took 0.65s to verify the equivalence X<Y <=> LT_second(X,Y) where X<Y refers to the built-in primitive and LT_second(X,Y) to its explicit de nition (1) in the minimal logic. We c hecked each equivalence separately, and also the conjunction of all the equivalences at once, measuring the pure compilation time in seconds of CPU time on a Sparc 20. As expected, the total time required by the separate checks (4.17 s) exceeds by far the time needed to check the conjunction formula (1.01 s). The reason is that many i n termediate automata occurring in several subexpressions are computed only once, saving a factor of 4 on the total time.
User Logics: The Mona Input Language
The Mona language, close to the form introduced in 14], is given in Fig. 6 . It is a reasonably rich extension over the kernel logic that still keeps the generic avour of a predicate logic, so as to be independent o f a n y speci c application domain. It maintains a three-fold type structure of rst-order (t), second-order (T ), and propositional objects (F ), where the latter coincide with the syntactic class of formulas. At these type levels various term constructions are available, in There is a set Id of identi ers which contains propositional, rst-order, and secondorder variables, as well as predicate constants locally declared in a declaration list. It is assumed that the type levels of the variables can be identi ed uniquely by the name of the quanti ed variable. Thus, depending on Id, the formula All Id:F can be a propositional, rst-order, or second-order quanti cation.
The intuitive meaning of Mona's logic constructs has been presented in 14].
In Mosel this semantics is implemented by a s y n tactic encoding into the kernel, making Mona a conservative extension of the kernel logic. There are three main translation steps involved, which are generic and generally useful for de ning user logics. First-order objects are encoded by singleton subsets 27]. Technically speaking, we m a y s a y that the rst-order type is treated as a subtype of the secondorder type, whereas propositions are a quotient. Again, the representation variables X Y Z :::are substituted systematically for all occurrences of x y z : : : , but now some adjustment has to be made to the quanti ers. We replace 9x : F by 9X : sing(X)^F and 8x : F by 8X : sing(X) ) F, where sing(X) i s t h e singleton predicate stating that the set denoted by X consists of exactly one element. Apart from translating variables and quanti ers we also need to replace the atomic predicates t 2 X, t = 0 , t = $ , b y T X, 0 2 T, $ 2 T, respectively.
Normalization. We produce an equivalent positive normal form by standard methods. Thus, universal quanti ers 8 are replaced by :9:, DeMorgan's laws are applied to push negation inwards, and double negations are removed.
Flattening, type embedding, and normalization, are only three examples of many di erent translation steps that may be necessary to compile a user logic formula into a well-formed formula of the kernel logic. This process is non-trivial and requires special care to ensure the soundness and e ciency of the decision procedure. In general, soundness of the compilation from a user logic into the kernel logic requires additional constraints. Logically speaking, we translate into a special theory of the kernel logic, rather than into the kernel logic itself. In the case of Mona, for instance, the standard semantics of the rst-order constructs is not preserved by the translation unless the constraint 9X : 9Y : X 6 = Y elim- 2 Alternatively, a n y other formula that partitions the second-order objects into two classes may be used instead.
inating empty models (strings) is added 3 . Concerning e ciency it is important not to hard-wire one xed translation strategy, but to support a combination of logically equivalent methods, so that for a particular application or formula the optimal solution can be assembled. 7 Application Logics: Modelling Hardware in Mona-HW Hardware primitives for sequential circuits, like e . g . e l e m e n tary gates and memory elements (say D -t ype ip-ops) have been de ned as predicate macros on top of Mona. An example of a fairly complete library can be found in 18]. Building on these predicates, higher abstraction levels can be captured too, so that more complex predicates represent e n tire circuits or families of circuits.
The expressive p o wer of M2L(Str) captures only one-dimensional structures (linearly or circularly arranged). This is due to the interpretation of the logic over strings, which implies that the parameterization allowed to express generalized behaviours is limited to the generic \length" of strings. Since strings may be taken to assume di erent meanings (in 16, 17] sampled waveforms for control circuits, in 18] the bitwidth of a datapath), a degree of freedom in the use of the logic is still left to the application designer.
The M2L(Str) logic and its fully automatic decision procedure have a l l o wed us to capture, in a common framework, a wide spectrum of abstraction levels, ranging from generic architecture or protocol levels 17] to the hardwareoriented register transfer and gate levels 16, 18] . In particular, both behavioural and structural description styles are supported, and from both it is possible to carry out model-based analysis, veri cation, and error detection. Moreover, register-transfer and gate level circuits can be automatically obtained from the models with current s y n thesis techniques.
The fully automatic treatment of relevant classes of parametric circuits offered by the M2L(Str) logic is a central feature for the practicability of the method in an industrial environment: only push-button techniques are in fact widely acceptable by hardware designers. Moreover, user interaction must be possible completely within the application level. We e n visage a hierarchy o f a pplication level formalisms the syntax of which m a y coincide with decidable subsets of several widespread HDLs. Adequate candidates for automatic translation are e.g. register-transfer and gate level subsets of VHDL and of Verilog, which could be dealt with on the basis of our library of M2L(Str) predicates. 4 But also the full BLIFF language, a standard language for the de nition of netlists and gate-level components has a semantics contained in M2L(Str), and its translation into Mosel kernel logic has already been started.
Similarly, it is important to be able to visualize results in a standard way: in our case, hardware designers and design tools are accustomed to design and manipulate nite state automata, which are therefore one of Mosel's input/output 3 The absence of this constraint i n V ersion 0.2 of Mona system caused some confusion concerning the actual semantics of formulas.
Implementation
The current implementation of Mosel, w h i c h is object-oriented and programmed in C++, features three groups of components: decision procedures, translators between di erent logics, and graphical visualization modules.
Semantic Decision Procedures. The decision procedure Mosel dpsf is implemented as a compiler that transforms the abstract syntax tree derived by translation from a kernel logic input formula into the corresponding semantic model, which is a nite state automaton:
Mosel dpsf : abstract syntax tree ;! automaton:
Abstract syntax tree and automata are implemented as C++ classes, each c o nstruct's speci c compilation is implemented as a method of the abstract syntax tree class and the resulting automaton is an object of the automaton class. Following other hardware veri cation and synthesis tools, our decision procedure, thus, is largely independent from the concrete input syntax, since it works directly on an object-oriented abstract syntax tree.
Logic Translations. In order to couple this compilation kernel with the environment, a series of interfacing modules translate each of the several logics into the abstract syntax trees accepted by the actual compiler. Concretely, t h e y c o o p e rate to transform an ASCII representation of logic formulas into an object of the abstract syntax class.
Graphical Visualization. Several alternative graphic tools can be used to display the automata generated within Mosel. As in Mona, i t is possible to use the daVinci 10] tool to show the structure of the automata as well as the concrete BDD encoding of the edge labels. An example is given in Fig. 5 . Moreover, the bidirectional link of Mosel's automata to MetaFrame's graphs library 11] makes it possible to read and generate automata not only for display, but also to result from or to be fed into other algorithms and tools of the MetaFrame environment. This way graphs are not a pure visualization commodity, b u t an alternative import/export mechanism, crucial for the cooperation between heterogeneous tools.
Additional powerful graph manipulation features of MetaFrame like the window-in-window b r o wser shown in Fig. 3 (right) are now accessible (see also 4]). As an example, by clicking on an edge of the graph, the representation of its label as BDD is shown locally, b u t i n a separate virtual window which c a n b e moved, edited, and steered through the menu bars and commands of the outer window. The graphical display of the automata is implemented by a method of the automata class. Implementation of the Automata
Our choice of implementation for the automata is driven by considerations of memory e ciency and e ciency of the operations on the chosen data structure.
Automata Representation. The automata generated from M2L(Str) formulas are deterministic and complete. Both properties are essential for an e cient implementation of negation. The size of the edge labels' alphabet being exponential in the numberofused second-order variables, an explicit enumeration of the letters is excluded. Rather, edge labels are represented by Boolean functions characterizing the transitions, which in turn are implemented via BDD techniques 1, 6, 7, 23] . The solution chosen here, as already for Mona, i s a hybrid representation of the automata: graphs with edges encoded as Boolean functions and implemented via BDDs. This is widely su cient if the complexity of the automata is mainly due to complex edge labels, as in our application, rather than to intricate structure. Data Structure. An automaton has exactly one pointer to the start node. Each state of the automaton is a node of the graph. Each node has a ag to indicate whether it is a nal state and a ag used during recursive t r a versal of the graph. Moreover, each node has a pointer to a list with an element for each outgoing edge. Each edge is represented by a pointer to the reduced ordered BDD representing its label, and a pointer to the corresponding successor node.
At the data structure level Mosel and Mona di er: as visualized in Fig. 7 on a small example, instead of reduced ordered BDDs, Mona uses a kind of BDDs with multiterminal nodes. The edge label function, thus, is not available separately for each successor state, with transparent transitions between the nodes as in Mosel, but for each node there is only one BDD whose terminals are the successor states, enumerated from 1 to n, and the graph is a collection of such isolated portions.
Our reason for not choosing this solution is that it is only e cient (i.e., admits sharing of BDDs) if there are several nodes whose incoming edges are identically labelled. Otherwise, Mosel's solution is preferable, since all common subexpressions can be shared, independently of the state the edges lead to (this kind of sharing is in fact more likely to happen), and the graph structure is better preserved.
Automata Minimization Algorithm. Of the three nontrivial operations on automata, the composition and the determinization via powerset construction can be implemented in the standard way. The e cient n l o g n algorithms for minimization 12,22] cannot be used directly, since they presuppose the alphabet to be relatively small wrt. the automaton, so that the algorithm can be applied successively for all the letters of the alphabet. Since this is not feasible in our case, we h a ve developed a generalization of the method to BDD-labeled transitions.
EmbeddingMosel in MetaFrame
From a system-level point view, Mosel is applicable in a broad spectrum of scenarios. Not only can each of its components be used as a stand-alone tool, it can also be used as a component in the construction of other complex heterogeneous analysis or veri cation tools within MetaFrame. MetaFrame 25] is an environment designed to support the systematic and structured computer aided generation, analysis, veri cation, and testing of application-speci c complex systems from collections (repositories) of reusable components. In particular, it o ers a large grain synthesis approach through its synthesis component 2 6 ] .
To t h i s e n d w e h a ve extended MetaFrame's repository of available tools by checking in the Mosel dpfs decision procedure and each of the new logic translation and output processing modules.
Example: Synthesis of a generic M2L(Str) checker in MetaFrame We show on a simple but concrete example how the user can synthesize with MetaFrame a system for checking the correctness of M2L(Str) formulas.
Speci cation. The problem is informally described as Display on screen the result of checking a formula given in Mona syntax and .mona, finally screen is the corresponding input formula to the synthesis component. Since each module is interpreted as a transformer from its input formats into its output formats, characterized by means of their actual le extensions (e.g. module latex transforms a .tex input le into a .dvi output le), this formula means that, starting with an input contained in a .mona le, we w ant to reach e v entually, possibly after an unspeci ed number of transformations, a display o n a screen. Running the query a second time, and asking only for minimal length solution paths, we obtain the solution graph of Fig. 8 (left) .
Future Work
Future work will follow s e v eral threads. As an alternative to the Mona user logic we plan to implement a typed predicate logic with facilities for user-speci c extensions. At the application layer we are working on the embedding of standard HDL languages, like BLIFF. Furthermore, future extensions of Mosel will support other semantic theories like nite trees, or nite sets.
The construction being still under way, it is too early to give a detailed assessment of the e ciency of Mosel. Our rst experiments show that our system outperforms Mona at the kernel leve l b u t t h a t i t i s s l o wer at the level of Mona syntax. Thus, in the further development of the system the focus will be primarily on improving the compilation algorithms rather than the basic decision procedures.
